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Introduction

• NASA commissioned a Venus Flagship (VF)

study in early 2008 that had 4 main deliverables:
1. A comprehensive science rationale and prioritized

investigation list for Venus.

2. A detailed VF mission architecture trade study.

3. A Design Reference Mission (DRM), a pre-Phase

A study of the preferred VF mission architecture.

4. A technology roadmap for the DRM and other

high priority mission options.

• There was a 22 member international Science

and Technology Definition Team (STDT) and an

engineering and mission design team at JPL
– Mark Bullock of SwRI and Dave Senske of JPL

were the co-chairs of the STDT

– Jeffery L. Hall of JPL was the study lead

• The final report was published in May, 2009 and

can be found online at http://vfm/library2/

• The Decadal Survey Inner Planets Panel was

briefed on the study results by Mark Bullock and

Tibor Balint on August 27, 2009.

• Mark, Tibor and Elizabeth Kolawa assisted with

the preparation of this briefing



Technology Status

• There is no simple answer to the question of “What

technologies still need development to enable a

Venus flagship (VF) mission?”

• Why?

– The “Design Reference Mission (DRM)” produced

by the VF study contained multiple platforms

(orbiter, lander, balloon) all of which are at different

levels of technology readiness.

– There are many variations on the DRM that could be

invoked by the time a VF mission actually flies, and

those options themselves are at different TRL levels.

• As a result, I will break the technology presentation

into two pieces:

– Technologies for the DRM as defined.

– Technologies for the high priority options.

• Generally things the study team wanted to include but

did not for reasons of low TRL and/or cost.
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Design Reference Mission

• The DRM requires a dual-launch approach
using a pair of Atlas 551 rockets:

– 1 orbiter, arrives first to serve as telecom relay
– 1 carrier, arrives second, with 2 entry vehicles, each

with a balloon and a lander (identical copies),
delivered into the atmosphere 13 hours apart

– Launches in 2021, arrivals in 2022
– Orbiter serves as a telecom relay for landers (5 hours)

and balloons (30 days)
– 2 year radar mapping science mission after

aerobraking to a 230 km circular orbit

• The balloons and landers communicate
through the orbiter, with the carrier serving as
a limited emergency backup

• The lander sites are Alpha Regio (-27°, 3° E)
and the lava flows at -47.4°, 6.5° E

– The balloons are expected to circumnavigate Venus
5-7 times and drift poleward

• There is a rich instrument suite including
GCMS on lander and balloons, descent and
panoramic imagers on the landers and
synthetic aperture radar on the orbiter.



Technology: Functional vs Component

Descriptions

• There are generally two ways to approach the problem of describing the

technologies needed for a Venus flagship mission:

– You can start with the functional capability you want (e.g., surface sample

acquisition) and then discuss the hardware components required to implement that

function (e.g., high temperature electric motor, high temperature motor encoder,

high temperature valves, etc.); or

– You can start with describing the component “building blocks” and then synthesize

functional capabilities by using one or more of the building blocks to satisfy the

investigation requirements.

• In this talk I will primarily take the first approach, talking about functional

capabilities first and then detailed components second.

• Caution: almost always there is more than one way to implement a functional

capability, and therefore we should all be wary of sweeping statements that say

“you must have such and such a component”.

– Similarly, I would argue that it is wise to support more than one technology

development approach to developing a functional capability because often we don’t

know the best or even feasible approach.
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DRM Orbiter Technology

• The VF team concluded that

there was essentially no new

technology required for the

DRM orbiter

– Venus orbiters have been done

before.

– The large solar arrays and

synthetic aperture radar are

challenging systems to engineer,

but not new technologies that

require development.

– It was presumed that the

Magellan (and MGS, MRO etc.)

aerobraking experience was

sufficient precedent to proceed

without undue concern.
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DRM Balloon Technology

• The DRM called for a pair of balloons to fly at

55 km altitude
– T = 30 °C, P = 0.5 atm, H2SO4 aerosols (clouds)

• The Soviet VEGA mission serves as a proof-of-

feasibility for flying at this altitude for a couple

of days (VEGA payload = 7 kg).

• Recent technology development work by a JPL-

led team has produced high fidelity, large-scale

prototypes (see right) at TRL 5-6 capable of

carrying 40-100 kg payloads.

• It is arguable that the technological issue

remaining for this kind of balloon is float

lifetime
– The Soviets flew for 2 days on VEGA

– JPL originally targeted 2-7 day missions, but is

now working to achieve 30+ day lifetimes
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• In summary: 2 day balloons are available, 30 day balloons are close, >> 30 day

balloons will require technology development.



DRM Lander Technology: Overview

• The Venera and VEGA experience

demonstrates that those kinds of Venus lander

missions are technologically feasible.

• However, the VF study team devised a DRM

that pushes beyond what the Soviets

demonstrated and this poses technology

challenges largely because of the harsh

environmental conditions (T = 460 ºC, P = 92

atm).
– Acquire 2 surface samples instead of 1, where the

second one is from a ~10 cm depth.

– Use of onboard autonomy and limited mobility to

drill at a more favorable location.

– Acquire panoramic images on the surface.

– Land on more challenging terrain (tessera).

– Survive in a functional condition on the surface

for 5 hours instead of 1-2 hours.
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• As a result, the DRM requires technology development in these areas, even

though the basic Soviet sample acquisition, pressure vessel and passive thermal

protection approaches were assumed as the starting point.



DRM Lander : Sample Acquisition and Handling

• The DRM adopted a Venera-like surface

sample acquisition system using a rotary drill

and pneumatic transfer system to bring soil &

rock fragments into the pressure vessel for

analysis.

– 2 samples required : 1 surface, 1 subsurface at

10 cm depth. (This depth probably beyond what

the Soviet system could do.)

• This system-level functional capability is

comprised of:
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– High temperature compatible components for the drill motor, drill sensors (probably

need position encoders, torque sensor). There is also an issue of requiring a suitable

environmental chamber large enough to test the flight system.

• It is a moderate technological challenge to replicate the Soviet drill capability with

modern components. Current TRL is low (3-4) but the Soviet experience suggests that

rapid progress is likely once a serious effort is made. The VF report gives examples of

recent work in this area (e.g., the Honeybee Robotics high temperature rotary drill/motor.)

• Achievement of 10 cm depth in hard rock is a tougher challenge and may require

significant advances beyond Venera/VEGA.



DRM Lander Technology: Rotating

Pressure Vessel

• The DRM lander featured the

novel idea of a rotating spherical

pressure vessel

• The purpose is two-fold:

– It provides a good way to get

panoramic images around the

landing site without having to use

multiple cameras looking out

through multiple windows.
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– It provides a good way to have a body-fixed drilling system that still has limited

mobility in the sense of being able to drill anywhere on the rotation circle and

thereby maximize the chance to drill in a more useful and safer spot.

• Nobody has ever done this before in the Venusian environment.

• Technology development is required for the high temperature motor, encoder

and bearing. No work has been done yet to quantify how difficult these

challenges will be.

• Some limited technology development is also required for the related function

of autonomous selection of the drill location based on feature recognition of

close-up surface images. (There is ongoing work that can be leveraged for this.)



DRM Lander Technology: Rugged

Terrain Safe Landing

• The DRM has two landers, one of which is targeted at the tessera region of

Alpha Regio.

• This terrain is more challenging to land on safely because of the dangers of

tipping over or damaging the pressure vessel due to landing on a sharp rock.

• A Venus lander descends under a parachute and lands at relatively low speed

(< 10 m/s). It is not a powered descent, and therefore the DRM is unlikely to

be able to adapt verbatim the strategies being developed for safe landing on

Mars (precision landing, terminal descent large rock identification and

thruster-controlled feedback loop).

• The DRM had only a notional design for this and assumed that a system based

on a crush-pad with tip-over prevention outriggers could be developed.

Substantial design and technology development is still required.
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Technology For VF Options

• One of the ground rules adopted by the VF team was to assume that there

would be no precursor missions between the ESA Venus Express mission and

the flagship mission

• One consequence is that the VF mission evolved into a “cover the waterfront”

mission with multiple platforms, all of which were either technologically

mature or required modest investments consistent with a 2020-2025 launch.

– Not only was the resultant mission scientifically valuable, but it could be

implemented by 2020-2025 and within the stated budget box ($3-$4B  FY09)

• Another important consequence is that some very challenging mission options

were not included in the DRM despite having extraordinary scientific payoffs.

– There simply wasn’t room in the cost cap, and the presumption was to “pick the

lower hanging fruit first”.

• Nevertheless, if precursor missions do indeed occur and pick off some of that

“low hanging fruit” between now and then, the VF DRM will need to be

modified.

– This will open up the option space to possibly include different investigations that

are heavily dependent on developing new technologies.
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Option 1: Seismology

• Seismometry from one or more landers was the

highest priority science investigation identified by

the VF STDT but not included in the DRM.

• There are two major technological obstacles:
– Power: want long life (months, years) but solar

power is not believed to be credible and

radioisotope power not yet available.

– High temperature survival: either you must be built

from 460 ºC compatible components, or you must

provide active refrigeration.
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• Compromise solutions are also possible with moderate temperature operation (200-300 ºC)

allowing for substantial reductions in the refrigeration load.

• It is not enough to have survivable sensors, you need a system solution that includes

telecom, data handling and storage, etc.

• Power and refrigeration are discussed on the next slide.

• The study report describes different approaches and status of high temperature

electronics and sensors. No electronics systems exist for 460 ºC, or even 200 ºC.

TRL is generally low (TRL =3-4) and significant investment is required to mature.
• But if you make the electronics required for a seismometer station at the system level,

you also can do just about any kind of long-lived Venus lander.



Option 2: Radioisotope Power and Active

Refrigeration

• The most mature and promising

approach for Venus is a combined

system that provides both electrical

power and active refrigeration based on

Stirling cycle devices powered by

plutonium GPHS modules.
– The NASA ASRG is a Stirling cycle power

production device in this family.

• Combination power and refrigeration

devices are at the proof-of-concept stage

for terrestrial applications.
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– But they do not use nuclear material, and they are not compatible with Venusian surface

temperatures or pressures.

– Ideas and concepts exist for such adaptations, but no prototypes have been built.

• Confidence is high that the performance estimates given in the VF study report

are achievable, but significant technology development is required to produce

working devices suitable for mission use.
• There is a strong recommendation from the VF study to use multi-stage refrigeration to

improve overall thermodynamic efficiencies and minimize consumption of plutonium.



Option 3: High Temperature Mobility

• If you have nuclear power and the “right” combination of

active refrigeration and high temperature electronics,

then you can contemplate mobile exploration platforms
– After all, you need to survive for appreciable time to

actually move about.

• The VF team concluded that aerial mobility near the

surface was the top priority and that buoyant (balloon)

vehicles were more technologically mature than aircraft

• The only known possibility for high temperature (350-

460 C) ballooning is through use of metal balloons
– Recent work by JPL on metal bellows balloons is

suggestive of feasibility, but the TRL remains low (3-4).

– Alternative approaches for metal balloons (materials,

fabrication techniques, geometries) have been suggested

but not funded or developed.

• This kind of high temperature balloon would also find

application in surface sample return missions that need to

lift the sample to the upper atmosphere for rocket return

to the Earth.
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Option 4: Passive Thermal Control

(Humans in the loop?)

• The VF report briefly discusses the possibility of

developing all-passive thermal control systems that

would extend the lifetime of high temperature assets

from a few hours to a 24 hours or more

– These technologies include improved thermal

insulation and new phase change heat-sink materials

(perhaps based on liquid-vapor phase transformations)

– TRL ranges from 2-3 for these technologies

• It was generally concluded that the improvement of

mission lifetime to this extent would have its

greatest benefit in terms of allowing for humans-in-

the-loop interactions during the in situ mission.
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– This improves mission robustness in the sense of being able to adjust to

unexpected events and being able to target more precisely drill locations, imaging

directions, etc.

– Whether or not 24 hours will enable a meaningful degree of humans-in-the-loop

interaction is an open question.



VF Report Technology Priorities

Technologies

for DRM

Comments

1 Surface sample acquisition

system and handling at

Venus surface

Drilling, sample collection and sample handling are enabling for the Design

Reference Mission. Heritage Soviet-derived systems are not available off the

shelf, but they demonstrate a feasible approach.

2 Lander technologies for

rotating pressure vessel and

rugged terrain survivability

Rotating pressure vessel concept is powerful but technologically immature.

Tessera and other rugged areas on Venus cannot be reliably accessed unless

a properly engineered rugged terrain landing system is provided

3 Venus-like environmental

test chamber

This capability is critical for testing and validation of science measurements

as well as for testing of components and systems in for their survivability in

Venus environment

New capabilities Comments

4 Refrigeration for the Venus

surface environment

Almost every long duration (beyond 24 hrs), in situ platform will require some

amount of refrigeration to survive. Focus should be on radioisotope-based

duplex systems that produce both refrigeration and electrical power.

5 High temperature sensors

and electronics, including

telecom systems

Refrigeration requirements can be drastically reduced if electronics can

operate at elevated temperatures. While a Venus ambient 460!C capability

would be most desirable for telecom, data processing/storage, and power

electronics, a major reduction in refrigeration loads could be realized already

with moderate temperature operation (>250!C).

Enhancement to current

DRM design

Comments

6 Extension of lander life

through advanced thermal

control

Human intervention during the lander operation on the surface of Venus is not

possible unless lander life is extended to at least 24 hrs.



Conclusions

• This briefing has provided an overview of the technology readiness and

development needs as identified by the NASA Venus Flagship study conducted

in 2008-2009.

• The recommended Design Reference Mission included relatively modest

technology development needs:

– Many high priority science investigations can be performed with existing technology.

– The study team was motivated to minimize use of new technology to comply with the

direction to be a $3-$4B mission launching in 2020-2025.

– While modest, the technology needs for the DRM lander will still require significant

investment.

• Development of radioisotope power, active refrigeration and high temperature

electronics would constitute a paradigm shift in Venus surface and deep

atmosphere exploration by enabling persistent, long-lived assets of the kind

already available at Mars.

– This would enable high priority science investigations like seismometry and

meteorology (when coupled with high temperature electronics development).

– These technologies will require very substantial investments to bring to fruition.
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